Opening Short Paragraph
State name of play and theatre attended. Brief
summary of the plot and the context/style. Overall
comment on the play.

Main Body of review
3 Memorable moments – detailing what acting choices were made with analysis
and evaluation of the success.
-

Use of VOICE
Use of GESTURES
Use of FACIAL EXPRESSION
Use of BODY LANGUAGE
Use of INTERACTION
Use of SPACE

Conclusion
Summarise the strengths of one or both actors and a strength of the play as a
whole suiting the mood/context/genre/narrative. Challenge of the role and how
the actors overcame this!

Observation
Description – KEY WORDS

Reasoning/Intentions

Evaluate/Analysis – Effect on the audience? Success?
Problems? Improvements? Communicated content?

PARAGRAPH 1 – INTRODUCTION

Date Attended –
Theatre Name –
Play Name –
Director –

Summary of the plot –

Summary of the context/setting –

Key Themes within the play –

Characters with Actor Names -

Style/Genre of the play -

Notes from Reviews and Interviews

MEMORABLE SCENE 1
1- Introduce the actor and his/her role in the play – brief overview of role.
2- Introduce 1st memorable scene and the mood/atmosphere in this scene.
3- Analyse and evaluate their performance skills
Example Description:The actor used a scowling and glowering facial expression to show that the character was
upset and angry.
HOW WHAT WHY – How is underlined, What is in Bold and Why is in italics.

Use of VOICE

Use of GESTURES

Use of FACIAL EXPRESSION

Use of BODY LANGUAGE

Use of INTERACTION

Use of SPACE

MEMORABLE SCENE 2
1 - Introduce a contrasting scene in terms of mood/atmosphere
2 - Analyse and evaluate their performance skills
3 - Compare the differences in the performance and intentions
Example Description:The actor chose a low and menacing vocal pitch to show that her role was trying to
intimidate him.
HOW WHAT WHY – How is underlined, What is in Bold and Why is in italics.

Use of VOICE

Use of GESTURES

Use of FACIAL EXPRESSION

Use of BODY LANGUAGE

Use of INTERACTION

Use of SPACE

MEMORABLE SCENE 3 – OPTION OF NEW CHARACTER
1 - Introduce a contrasting scene in terms of mood/atmosphere
2 - Analyse and evaluate their performance skills
3 - Compare the differences in the performance and intentions
Example Description:The actor chose an exaggerated hunched over body posture to communicate to the
audience that he was growing old and weary at this point in the narrative.
HOW WHAT WHY – How is underlined, What is in Bold and Why is in italics.

Use of VOICE

Use of GESTURES

Use of FACIAL EXPRESSION

Use of BODY LANGUAGE

Use of INTERACTION

Use of SPACE

CONCLUSION
Make sure it is a conclusion – not a new scene or role!
Summarise the strengths of one or both actors
What was the challenge of the character played and how did the actors overcome this?
An overall evaluative comment of the play as a whole suiting the mood/context/genre/narrative.
What did the actors help you understand/take away from the play?

EXTRA TIPS AND IDEAS

Effect on you or the audience =

•
•
•
•
•
•

Why do you think they did it this way?
What did they want you to think about or feel?
Say what was good about it and what you liked about it.
Say what you did not like about it.
What would you change if you were directing the play?
Why would you change it in this way?

BAND 4 (26-32 Mark) Section C Example
I saw a production of The Nap by Richard Bean at The Crucible Theatre in Sheffield.
This was a brilliant play about a young man Dylan (Jack O’Connell) being set up by
crooked gangsters to ‘throw’ a frame of snooker which he is playing. The play was
absolutely hilarious and the acting in the play really did go a long way to achieving
this.
Ralf Little played Tony Danlino, Dylan’s manager. The character is really sleazy and
tries to be charming but isn’t. Whenever he walked into the scene, Little would use
deliberately over the top body language and gestures to make it look like Tony was
best friends with all the other characters. For example, he greeted Dylan’s Dad with
wide open arms and tried to go in for a hug, even though he knows Dylan’s Dad
hates him. Because he did this every single time he entered, it helped create
comedy for the audience, and was also very funny. Little also did a lot of winking
and pointing when he was trying to give Dylan confidence in his snooker game. He
would use these cheesy gestures with emphasis at the end of lines, like when he
said, ‘You’re gonna be a winner, kid, I’m telling you’. Because the other characters
also rolled their eyes at what Tony did, this created comedy for us. Little got better
and better as the show went on, and this was because he consistently presented
Tony in this way – a total loser who thinks that he is one of life’s big winners.
Little also used a really cocky voice and strolled around the space like he owned it.
He was deliberately over-confident in his walk. So he would strut and puff his chest
out and hold his mobile phone like it was a weapon, thrusting it in the faces of other
characters. In the scene where he was trying to get rid of the two investigating
officers, he changed his body language and the way he used the space completely.
Suddenly he became very still and nervous looking with shifty eyes and nervous
mannerisms. He started putting his hands in and out of his pockets with nervous
energy and kept shifting from foot to foot. This was a total contrast to how Little had
played Tony in all the other scenes, and created even more comedy for the
audience. Little was completely successful in his portrayal of the role of Tony. He
played the role with a real swagger, like he was a local smooth character who
desperately wanted to be a big time ‘player’ but failed. It was really funny and a
highlight of the show.
In the same play, Louise Gold played the character of Waxy Chuff, who was a local
transgendered gangster who was in charge of the crime organisation. Rather than
being scary or threatening, Gold chose to play the role as someone who was
useless and kept getting things wrong, which made the part absolutely hilarious. To
start with, it was the way she walked. Louise Gold is a female actress but playing
the part as a deliberately ‘butch woman’ because she was transgendered. Gold
walked in a stereotypical masculine way – even though she was wearing high
heeled boots and a mini skirt – and with a limp, which gave the effect that she had
been in dangerous places and around a long time. It also reminded the audience
constantly that she was born as a man.
Gold used a reasonably deep voice and always spoke in a monotone for comic
effect. So she would be giving out orders (‘Put the bag over his head and shoot

him’) which should sound scary, but came out as funny because of the monotone
voice used. One of the best things about Waxy was that she kept using
‘malapropisms’ and getting words wrong, which were always funny. When Dylan
asked her if she had any illnesses she replied that she ‘had a peanut analogy’,
which was hilarious. This was because Gold played the line absolutely straightfaced. The character doesn’t know they are getting the words wrong, but the effect
for the audience is that it is hilarious.
Waxy also had one bionic arm – made of metal – from when she was in a fight with
Triads. In another play this might have been really scary, but Gold used this as part
of the physicality of her character in really funny ways. When she was trying to
intimidate Dylan, she used the metal arm to stroke his hair. This was funnier than if
she has used her real hand instead, and created comedy. In fact, whenever Gold
could use the metal hand instead of the real one, she did so. This emphasised the
fact that she had a criminal background, but it was also very funny. At one point, she
struggled to put the rolls of stolen money into a carrier bag using the metal hand.
She could have easily done this with her real hand, but it took much longer and was
much funnier by using the metal one instead. Gold was absolutely superb in the
role, and – like Little – got more laughs by playing the situation as though it was
dangerous and for real.
In conclusion, I think both Ralf Little and Louise Gold were superb in their roles. In
different ways they used their physical and vocal skills to create moments of
comedy. Of course the script itself has very funny lines, but it was the choices that
these actors made that made them even funnier, and also added things that were
not in the script itself.

